
Platform Features

Multiple User Roles

 Agen
 Owner of Agency

There is a verification system within the platform to

make sure only genuine agents get the access.

Agent Verification

Believe it when you see it, the plethora of property pictures 

in the dedicated Gallery.

Gallery View

Lots of more smart features like Search Saver, 

Recommendations, Amenities, etc.

   

Other Services

Find properties for exact relevance using the 
advanced search along with a lot of filters.

Advanced Search & Filters

Get instant calculations of the mortgage so you

don’t have to decide it later.

Mortgage Calculator

A highly innovative and tech savvy real estate 
brokerage firm based in UAE. This new platform 
helps them and their customers to purchase, lease 
and develop interiors of premium real estate.
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Admin
The admin panel of the entire platform to manage 
each aspect of the software. 

Property Listings

Units Details

Gallery

See recommended properties based on the 

search filters

Most Recommended

Check out what others are finding interesting.

All popular listings at one place.

Most Popular

View newly launched exclusive 
properties  

New Launches

A view at all the key highlights of the property

along with direct share option

Overview

Know more about the specifications, amenities,

photos, and commercials of the unit

Details

Save the property unit for specific leads to

provide personalized experience 

Assign Leads

Glance through the exclusive photos to cover the

entire property unit

Photos

Understand the layout of the unit by seeing a

detailed floor plan

Floor Plan

Watch walkthrough videos of the property to 

see what actually it’s going to be like  

Videos

Amenities

Know the key convenience features to make

your life easier

Convenience

Understand the security features of the unit

to make you feel more comfortable

Security

See what the unit has to offer for you to relax

and have some fun time

Leisure & Environment

Feature listing of Agents

Agent Verification

Search & Filter

Transactions & Commission

Sales Dashboard

Units Details

Mortgage Calculator

Agent
The agents get a profusion of features to provide a 
distinct experience to the customers. Moreover, there 
are smart features to make the Agent’s work simpler, 
like Dashboard, Leads, Trainings, etc.

The agents are supposed to get verified

before they use the platform

Personal Details

Bank details are stored in advance for

smooth commission dispatch

Bank Details

Govt. documents are  verified to authenticate

agent profiles

Documents Verified

Find property suitable for both your 

Residential and Commercial needs

By Category

Have specific need? Search on the basis of

no. of bed rooms.

By Bedrooms

Fine-tune your property search as per your

budget

By Price

Transactions can be logged and analyzed

using this feature 

Transaction History

Different data insights can be derived

from the reports section

Reports

The agents can keep a track of their

commission in this section

Commission

Transactions of agencies’ properties can be

tracked in this section

All Transactions

Get individual agent performance details in

this section

Top Agents

The agencies can keep a track of their

commission in this section

Commission Summary

Find and share all property details with

the customers to help them decide better

Property Details

Agents can save the units for specific leads

to avoid going through all data later

Save Lead

Know more about the surroundings and

the area using the Map view

Map View

Get mortgage based on the property

pricing

Property Price

Find the mortgage amount as per the loan

period that the customer needs

Loan Period

Get custom cost based on the down payment

the customer willing to pay

Down Payment

Trainings & Events

Agents get assigned to training programs

to help them sharpen their skills

My Trainings

The agencies can share important resources

that can help the agents in their work

Useful Resources

The agents can attend of live events being

hosted on the platform 

Live Events

Agency
The real estate agencies have their own view and set of features. Not only

the agencies can keep a track of overall sales and transactions but also individual

agents’ performance. 

Premium Real Estate


Made Easy
Sell, Lease, Decorate premium properties with tailored 
experience for the buyers.

Real Estate Agency Features

Admin Panel Dashboard

Agent Management

Features

Reports & Stats

Have a list of all the closed leads by the

agents

Leads closed

Set sale targets, add/remove agents from this

section

Manage Agents

Get calculations of net commissions to be

paid to the agents

Net Commission

One place to get the overview of the

entire operations of the platform

Dashboard

Upload and manage resources relevant for

agents and agencies

Resources

The user interface is design to keep the

administration as simple as possible 

Intuitive Interface

Manage all the different modules and 

the related processes

Management

Get stats of transactions happening on

the platform

Total Transactions

An overview of financial transactions 

Financial Summary

Know the figures of commissions due

for the agents

Commission Generated

Allegiance Real Estate is a platform with the mission to make property related transactions as 
easy as never before, providing the user with an extensive real estate market of properties to buy or 
rent, giving the access to all types of details, specifications and a lot of advanced search features 
within a single platform. It operates in Dubai and industry leaders such as Damac, Emaar, Dubai 
properties, Sobha and many more.



The Website & App was developed to serve the client a better user experience and provide a

modern & approachable user interface. It was done by the agile management method to ensure the

best delivery of the stakeholder's expectations and to ensure — throughout all the phases of the 
design process — that our solution addresses as much as possible to the user needs.

Overview

Made with love by 
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What we built? 

Website & 
Admin
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